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Abstract
Concerns are raised repeatedly about the quality of televised debates. In this study we
investigate the influence of contextual factors on the deliberative qualities of these debates. We
conduct a content analysis of 12 televised election debates in Germany, the Netherlands, and
the United Kingdom between 2009 and 2015 using an extended version of the Discourse
Quality Index. Against expectations, we do not find more justifications of policy positions or
respect in the televised debates in multiparty systems. Rather, we uncover a clear populist
challenge to key deliberative debate qualities across party systems. Left- and right-wing
populist politicians take more positions without proper justification and right-wing populists’
presence in the televised debates increases the number of disrespectful interactions, lowering
the deliberative qualities of the televised debates in different electoral contexts.

Keywords. Deliberation, Discourse Quality Index, Incivility, Populism, Televised Debates,
Political Information Environments

Introduction
Televised debates enable politicians to communicate their policy positions on different issues
to the electorate, which in turn allows voters to make informed choices and to hold politicians
accountable (Aalberg and Jenssen 2007; Holbrook 1999; Van der Meer et al. 2015).
Democracy requires deciding what to do, but also why to do it, which means we need a ‘ratio’
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or grounds for political decisions (Goodin 2008). Televised debates could offer a particularly
good platform within election campaigns to communicate policy positions and its underlying
ratio. However, this requires specific deliberative qualities such as the provision of
justifications for the proposed policy positions, respect towards other policy positions, and civil
exchanges with other politicians (Steenbergen et al. 2003).

Despite the popularity and proliferation of televised debates across Western Europe, we know
particularly little about the deliberative qualities of these debates and how contextual factors
influence these qualities. To better understand which factors shape different aspects of political
information environments, cross-national research is needed (Van Aelst et al. 2017: 20;
Anstead 2016; Hallin and Mancini 2004; Kriesi 2004; Nir 2012; Racine Group 2002). Crossnational research documented higher levels of deliberative qualities of parliamentary debates
in multiparty systems (e.g. Bächtiger and Hangartner 2010; Lord and Tamvaki 2013; Steiner
et al. 2004). Does the same pattern emerge in other less researched arenas such as mediated
communication?

In this study, we investigate the deliberative qualities of televised debates cross-nationally. We
reason that electoral rules fostering multiparty systems offer stronger incentives to
communicate collaboratively in parliamentary but also in mediated communication arenas. If
politicians anticipate they may have to work together after the elections, they will have a larger
incentive to follow deliberative norms such as justifying one’s positions and interacting in a
respectful way with each other in parliament but also in television studios. We do not expect
that these systemic incentives affect all debate participants to the same extent. The ideology
and communication style of populist politicians run counter to several deliberative qualities
(Wyss et al. 2015: 14; see also Abts and Rummens 2007; Bossetta 2017; Moffitt 2016).
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Therefore, we do not expect the debate interventions of populist politicians to be more
deliberative in multiparty systems. In all countries, we expect that the presence of populist
politicians in televised debates lowers its deliberative qualities. In sum, we expect that
differences in electoral contexts and the presence of populist politicians in the televised debates
influence deliberative debate qualities such as the provision of justifications and respect.

We investigate the deliberative qualities of the main televised debates between political leaders
that are held prior to the general elections. We rely on deliberative democratic theory to
conceptualise and operationalise three important deliberative debate qualities: the justification
of one’s policy positions, showing respect towards each other’s positions and civil interactions
with each other (Steenbergen et al. 2003). We selected three countries with differences in
electoral rules and populist presence (Germany, the Netherlands, and the United Kingdom). In
each country we study four debates i.e. two debates in two electoral campaigns between 2009
and 2015.

In what follows, we first provide an overview of the literature on the importance of televised
election debates and its deliberative qualities as well as the expected cross-national differences.
Subsequently, we describe the data and method, which is followed by the presentation of the
results and the conclusion.

The Importance of Deliberative Qualities in Televised Election Debates
Whereas most types of electoral campaign discourse are one-sided, a key advantage of
televised debates is the possibility to compare political candidates side by side (Jamieson and
Adasiewicz 2000). Viewers are not selectively exposed to the political information of only one
political candidate or party (Lang and Lang 1961), which can enable voters to make more
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informed decisions (Benoit et al. 2003; Gelman and King 1993; Jamieson and Birdsell 1988).
Research indeed shows that after watching televised debates voters are better informed about
the policy positions and the personality of politicians (Benoit et al. 2002; Holbert et al. 2002;
Holbrook 1999; Van der Meer et al. 2015). They are more aware which topics are currently
being discussed, have increased issue knowledge, are better able to formulate their opinion,
and are more inclined to discuss politics with others (Aalberg and Jenssen 2007; Benoit et al.
2003; Cho and Choy 2011). Consequently, there is little doubt about the potential and
importance of televised debates in informing the electorate.

To facilitate learning effects, it is important televised debates have certain deliberative qualities
such as the respectful provision of arguments. This becomes clear when looking at the
assumptions of commonly used normative models of political representation, such as the
responsible party model. This model stipulates that if popular will is to be reflected in
government policy then political parties should have different policy positions and voters must
know what these differences are, so that the electoral outcome can be interpreted as a policy
mandate (Goodin, 2008: 227; Thomassen, 1994: 251-252): ‘What sort of a mandate a
government can claim - what a government is entitled to do in office - depends heavily upon
how the campaign messages are conveyed’ (Goodin 2008: 224). As such televised debates
could significantly increase democratic quality. However, the presence of these prerequisites
is debated.

There is extensive concern about politicians’ lack of clear argumentation and the use of oneliners (Annenberg Debate Reform Working Group 2015; Zarefsky 1992). Mediatisation in
general, and the format of televised debates in particular, encourage politicians to provide short
answers and express their views in soundbites to attract the attention from citizens and media
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outlets. As the interest in political television programs is generally low, in part because of the
increased media choice (Prior 2005), politicians and media outlets try to find successful ways
to spread their message and attract voters’ attention. Extensively explaining policy positions
and long, ‘boring’ debates do not fit this ‘media logic’ (Brants and Van Praag 2006). However,
using simplified statements hinders voters to get a substantive understanding of the policy
positions of politicians.

Another concern focuses on the predominance of negative campaigning in elections i.e. a
strategy used to win votes by criticizing one’s opponent (Ansolabehere and Iyengar 1995;
1999; Geer 2006; Lau et al. 2007; Mancini and Swanson 1996). Critiquing other candidates is
a key part of democracy and a core element of any political debate (Geer 2006) and is prevalent
in televised debates (Airne and Benoit 2005; Benoit 2001; 2007; 2013). Yet uncivil interactions
such as interrupting others, personal attacks, or humiliating others and their viewpoints violates
social norms, hindering the information function of debates. Moreover, incivility in political
discourse is found to lower the perceived legitimacy of oppositional views (Mutz 2007),
political trust (Mutz and Reeves 2005), and to increase political cynicism (Cappella and
Jamieson 1997).

In sum, the beneficial effects of exposure to televised debates depend on its deliberative
qualities such as the presence of justifications for policy positions, respect towards other
positions and civility1. Accordingly, the quality of these televised debates merits more
scholarly attention. In this study, we aim to gain insight into the deliberative qualities of
televised debates across Western Europe. Recent studies have started to assess the deliberative

1

We distinguish two types of disrespect, i.e. towards a policy vs. a person (Brooks & Geer 2007). The term
(dis)respect is used to refer to (dis)respectful statements expressed towards the policy positions of another
politician. The term (in)civility is used to refer to (dis)respectful statements towards another politician as a person,
e.g. personal attacks.
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quality of different types of political discourse (Davidson et al. 2017; Lord and Tamvaki 2013;
Pedrini 2014) and media content (Van der Wurff et al. 2016; Wessler and Rinke 2014). This
study builds on this recent scholarship and broadens the scope by studying the deliberative
qualities of televised debates and contextual factors that facilitate or hinder these.2

Deliberative Debate Qualities from a Comparative Perspective
Comparing the deliberative qualities of parliamentary debates, power-sharing systems, such as
Switzerland, perform better than majoritarian systems such as the United Kingdom (Bächtiger
and Hangartner 2010; Steiner et al. 2004). The discourse of MEPs from consensus democracies
is also found to be more deliberative compared to the discourse of MEPs from majoritarian
democracies (Lord and Tamvaki 2013). Does a similar cross-national pattern emerge
comparing televised debates? While in many countries televised debates have become an
important part of the electoral campaign, comparative research into the deliberative qualities
of these debates is lacking. Drawing on the rich cross-national insights into the deliberative
qualities of parliamentary debates, we expect that a system that encourages power-sharing
increases the deliberative qualities of televised debates.

In particular, expectations about the nature of future government formation can incentivise
more or less deliberative communication in the pre-electoral debates. Proportional
representation systems generally result in multi-party systems (stimulating the emergence and
existence of many parties). Many political parties gain seats in parliament, generally leading to

We focus on the provision of justification for policy positions, respect towards other politicians’ positions and
civility as key deliberative qualities that are beneficial to democratic performance and have raised concerns
recently. There are other deliberative qualities that merit study as well. Yet we do not expect that all ideal-type
elements of deliberation will be present during a televised debate in which politicians strive to make their positions
on different issues clear. Party leaders will generally try to convince the electorate to vote for them by distancing
themselves from the issue positions of the other politicians in the debate. Constructive politics or opinion change
amongst the party leaders themselves, for example, is something we do not expect to occur in these debates
(Davidson et al. 2017).
2
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large, often unpredictable, coalition formations. Politicians will anticipate that they may have
to work together after the elections, increasing the incentives to follow deliberative norms such
as respectfully justifying one’s positions. On the other hand, plurality systems generally result
in two-party systems (marginalizing the smaller parties), and are designed to decrease the need
for coalition partners. As such plurality and proportional systems offer different incentives for
deliberative communication. In sum, we expect the more deliberative discourse observed in
parliaments in proportional systems to spill-over to other arenas such as more deliberative
discourse in debates during electoral periods.

Accordingly, we study three West European parliamentary democracies with varying electoral
rules and ensuing party systems and government formations: The Netherlands, UK, Germany.
The electoral rules used in the Netherlands result in a large number of parties obtaining seats
in parliament (e.g. 11 parties in 2012) and a very fragmented party system (e.g. because of the
low 0.67% electoral threshold). Before the elections it is not clear which specific coalition
government is likely to be formed and many possible combinations are likely (Jacobs, 2018).
We expect this to create high incentives to communicate collaboratively (See Appendix A).

At the other end of the continuum, we selected the United Kingdom. The electoral rules used
in the UK facilitate the possibility that one political party can govern alone, i.e. the
Conservative or Labour party. More recently we can observe deviations from the long-term
history of single party governments with the 2010 Cameron-Clegg coalition government.
Despite these recent changes, the plurality rule system favours established major parties with
safe seats, making gaining significant parliamentary representation still extremely challenging
for new parties (Democratic Audit UK 2016: 4). The 2015 election for instance resulted in
more than 85% of the seats being divided between the two main political parties which have
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dominated the political scene for the last 70 years (Powell et al. 2015). While the UK system
is becoming increasingly multi-party, the simple plurality electoral system clearly insulates the
Conservatives and Labour from the smaller parties, making coalitions unusual. This offers little
incentives for collaborative communication as generally collaboration is not anticipated after
the elections, especially in comparison to the Netherlands and Germany.

The electoral rules used in Germany result in a party system that is less fragmented than the
Netherlands (e.g. because of higher 5% electoral threshold) but more than the UK. For instance,
after the 2013 election, five political parties obtained seats in the Parliament. As such the
German system is classified as ‘moderate PR’ (Lijphart 2008: 162). Importantly, it is more
predictable in Germany compared to the Netherlands which parties will form a coalition (Zittel,
2018; See Appendix A).

Overall, the anticipation of coalition formation and the uncertainty surrounding it is highest in
the proportional representation system in the Netherlands, lowest in the plurality system in the
UK, with the mixed member proportional system in Germany falling in between the two. We
expect these different contexts to influence the communication of parties along the same lines
as comparative research studying the deliberative qualities of parliamentary debates. In
particular, we will study three specific expectations:

Hypothesis 1: The deliberative qualities of televised election debates are highest in the
Netherlands, followed by Germany, and finally the UK
Hypothesis 1.1: Policy positions in televised election debates are justified more in more
fragmented party systems
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Hypothesis 1.2: Political leaders are more respectful towards each other’s positions in
televised election debates in more fragmented party systems
.
Hypothesis 1.3: Political leaders are more civil towards each other in televised election
debates in more fragmented party systems

We do not expect all politicians to be affected as strongly by this electoral context. In particular,
populist politicians generally share an ‘ideology that considers society to be ultimately
separated into two homogenous and antagonistic groups, “the pure people” versus “the corrupt
elite”. This thin ideology argues that politics should be an expression of the general will of the
people’ (Mudde 2004: 543). According to these populist politicians, this will of ‘the people’
can hardly be disputed. As a consequence, populist politicians criticise the debating character
inherent to political decision-making and leave ‘no room for disagreement and compromise’
(Abts and Rummens 2007; Urbinati 1998: 117). This is expected to lead to the use of simplified,
more direct and anti-establishment language (Bos et al. 2013; Canovan 1999; Moffitt 2016)
that focuses on ‘conflict and crises at the expense of consensus and substantive facts’ (Bossetta
2017: 730). In this context, Bossetta (2017: 715) notes that ‘the new wave of populist
challenges is a far cry from the deliberative, temperate, and polished politicians’. Evidence
from parliamentary debates in Switzerland (Wyss et al. 2015: 14) and tweets in Italy (Bracciale
and Martella 2017) indeed indicate that populists are less likely than other, non-populist
politicians, to justify their positions well and behave respectfully in political debates. While
other, non-populist candidates, also use less deliberative elements in their political discourse,
this non-deliberative communication style is argued to be more pronounced in the discourse of
populists. Interestingly, most concerns today are about the communication of right-wing
populists. As the vast majority of studies on populist communication investigate right-wing
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populists only, we know little about left-wing populist communication (Aalberg & de Vreese,
2017). Therefore, we include both in this study. As they share the same populist ideology, we
expect both to be less justified and less respectful than non-populist politicians.

This leads to the following hypotheses:

Hypothesis 2: Deliberative debate qualities are lower in the discourse of right-wing and leftwing populist candidates than in the discourse of other non-populist political candidates in
televised election debates
Hypothesis 2.1: Policy positions taken by populist candidates are justified less than
positions taken by other non-populist candidates
Hypothesis 2.2: Populist candidates are less respectful towards other candidates’
positions than other non-populist candidates
Hypothesis 2.3: Populist candidates are less civil towards other candidates than other
non-populist candidates

There are indications that televised debates including populist candidates could have a lower
level of deliberative interventions from all participants compared to those debates where
populists are absent. Bossetta’s (2017) research on the 2014 European Union debates between
Nick Clegg and Nigel Farage – the latter generally identified as a populist politician – found
that Clegg used more personalised attacks in the second debate to try to compete with Farage
more effectively. Therefore, to gain more insight into the potential populist challenge, we
explore whether non-populist politicians adopt a disrespectful communication style more often
when interacting with populist politicians than when they interact with other politicians.
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In sum, by testing these expectations this study allows to shed light into the influence of
differences in electoral contexts and the presence of populist politicians on the deliberative
quality of the political information environments.

Data and Methods
Four debates per country were selected, transcribed and coded i.e. two TV election debates in
every country from two recent national election periods (2009-2017). This makes the sample
and selection of cases across each country comparable (i.e. same number of televised election
debates within same time frame). The selection of debates aims to offer a good representation
of the recent televised election debates in a country but also of the country’s party system and
populist presence (for an overview of the debates, see Appendix B). The unit of analyses are
speech acts i.e. a part of the debate in which a demand is issued (N = 1,112). This demand
includes a policy position or proposal on what decisions should or should not be made (Steiner
et al. 2004).

Explanatory Variables
We study three countries with differences in electoral rules and presence of populists in the
debates. As a result of the different electoral rules, the anticipation of coalition formation and
the uncertainty surrounding it is highest in the Netherlands, lowest in the UK, with Germany
falling in between the two. In line with Mudde’s (2004) definition and recent studies on
populism in Europe (Mudde 2004; Rooduijn et al. 2019; Vossen 2009) the debate participants
Geert Wilders (Dutch Partij Voor de Vrijheid), Rita Verdonk (Dutch Trots op Nederland), and
Nigel Farage (UK Independence Party) were identified as right-wing populist candidates.
Debate participants Emile Roemer (Dutch Socialistische Partij), and Gregor Gysi and Oskar
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Lafontaine (German Die Linke) were identified as left-wing populists. All other political
candidates were identified as non-populist candidates.

Deliberative Qualities Measurements
To investigate the deliberative qualities of the televised election debates, we rely on the
Discourse Quality Index (DQI) (Steenbergen et al. 2003; Steiner et al. 2004). The DQI is a
theoretically-grounded measurement that allows researchers to operationalise and quantify the
deliberative qualities of political discourse. Based on Habermas’ discourse ethics, the authors
identified several coding categories that reflect idealisations of deliberative qualities
(Thompson 2008). This article focuses on two coding categories developed in the DQI, namely
the level of justification for policy positions and respect. The DQI coding category includes
both respect towards politicians and their positions. Since these are two different types of
disrespect, i.e. towards a policy vs. a person (Brooks and Geer 2007), we decided to divide the
variable into two different parts: respect towards other positions and respect towards other
politicians in the debate, i.e. civility. The operationalisation of the three dependent variables is
as follows:

Level of Justification for Positions
In a high-quality deliberative discourse, political leaders provide a justification for their
positions (Steenbergen et al. 2003). We distinguished between three levels of justification,
depending on its presence and sophistication. Code 0 is assigned when no justification is given,
code 1 for an inferior justification (a reason Y is given why X should or should not be done,
but a linkage between the two is missing) and code 2 for a qualified justification, in which a
linkage is made between X and Y (Steenbergen et al. 2003; Steiner et al. 2004). The following
example provides a typical illustration of a qualified justification for a position. In this example,
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Mark Rutte – political leader of the Dutch party VVD – responds to a statement voiced by
another participant in the debate who states that Rutte does not consider the elderly in his
austerity policy.

Mark Rutte (translated from Lijsttrekkersdebat 2012): … ‘I’ll tell you two things why
your story is not correct. First, the VVD raises the elderly discount because we believe
it is important to sustain the purchasing power of the elderly in the Netherlands. That
will be a whole fuss to get done. And second, one thousand euro net is a relatively large
proportion of one’s income for someone with a low income compared to someone with
a high income. But we believe that when you have a system such as in the Netherlands
in which higher incomes also pay higher taxes, it makes sense that when you give a tax
reduction, it will be the same for everyone, because lower incomes are also affected in
a much more positive sense.’ [Coded as ‘2’]

A typical instance of a proposal that is not clearly connected to a justification explaining why
something should (not) be done is described below.

Nigel Farage (ITV Leaders’ Debate 2015): ‘… We have doubled the national debt in
the course of the last five years. Our debt repayment is bigger than our annual defence
budget, and that’s with interest rates close to zero. We have a massive problem here.
And it seems to me that nobody’s prepared to admit that what we’ve done is we’ve
maxed out the credit cards. Yes, there’s growth in the economy, but actually at some
point we’ve got a dreadful debt repayment problem. We’ve got to get real. And we can
cut budgets like foreign aid with, I think, popular public support.’ [Coded as ‘1’]
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Respect Towards Other Positions
This indicator assesses whether politicians show (a lack of) respect when responding to each
other’s positions and arguments. A code 0 is given as a sign of no respect when the viewpoints
of political adversaries are degraded and negative statements are explicitly uttered towards the
positions of others. This code is given for instance when a politician states that the position of
another debate participant is ridiculous. For speech acts in which there is a neutral way of
interaction or in which respect is shown towards each other’s positions, code 1 is assigned.

Civility3
This indicator assesses respect towards other participants in the debate. Code 0 is assigned to
interventions that are characterised by incivility, i.e. in which debate participants personally
attack each other, utter uncivil or rude statements towards each other and ridicule each other.
Code 1 is assigned for a normal or respectful way of debating with each other. The following
quote illustrates an intervention in which a politician is ridiculed by Geert Wilders (translated
from Dutch Premiersdebat 2012):

‘Look, it is crystal clear, Mr. Rutte will continue to pay [the Greeks]. The US president
once had the slogan “Yes, we can!”. Your slogan seems to be “Yes, we pay!” You
probably still believe the Tooth fairy exists, but I’ll tell you Mr. Rutte: The Tooth fairy
doesn’t exist and we will never see the money again!’ [Coded as ‘0’]

Reliability tests

3

Incivility can also occur when politicians are not talking about specific proposals that should (not) be made.
Therefore, additional debate interventions (N = 164) were identified. These interventions are by politicians in
which they react towards another politician or talk about another politician without talking about specific
proposals. This led to a total amount of 1,276 speeches to analyze the level of civility.
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In each country, two coders coded at least 20% of the speech acts. Inter-coder reliability scores,
i.e. percentage agreement and Cohen’s kappa, that controls for inter-coder agreement by
chance, are calculated and displayed in Appendix C. All scores are above the common
thresholds for satisfactory reliability.

Analysis
First, we present the percentages of the deliberative qualities of the debates across countries.
In the subsequent analysis, a Pearson’s Chi²-test is performed to test whether the deliberative
debate qualities are significantly different between the countries. Second, we explore variations
between debate participants to gain more insight into the influence of the presence of populist
politicians in the debates.

Results
Cross-national investigation
Level of Justification for Positions
Figure 1 visualises the percentages of different types of justification cross-nationally. If we
look at qualified justifications – which are closest to the deliberative ideal – we observe that
politicians justify their proposals to a similar extent across countries. In each country,
politicians use a qualified justification for circa 50% of the positions they take. Looking at
inferior or no justification, there are small differences between the countries. Contrary to the
expectations, in the country with a plurality system and the least fragmented party system, the
United Kingdom, the number of instances in which a position is taken without any justification
is the lowest, followed by the Netherlands and Germany. A Pearson’s Chi²-test reveals the
association between the level of justification and the country under investigation is significant
(X² = 16.31, p = 0.003; see table 1). This difference is driven by the cross-national differences
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in the two weakest levels of justification. In sum, hypothesis 1.1 – which stated that positions
in televised election debates are justified more in countries with more fragmented party systems
– does not receive support. The level of qualified justification is remarkably similar across
countries and the UK has even less instances where positions are taken without any justification
than the other countries.
[Figure 1 near here]

Respect Towards Positions of Other Participants
Figure 2 reveals that in each country at least half of the reactions to other politicians’ positions
are respectful. Contestation, a central element of any (good) debate, seems to occur in a rather
respectful manner in televised debates. In line with the expectations, there are more instances
of disrespect towards positions expressed by politicians in the UK (49.1%) than in the more
fragmented party systems of the Netherlands (42.4%) and Germany (35.3%). Contrary to what
we expected, most instances of respect happen in Germany instead of the Netherlands. The
Pearson’s Chi²-test shows that politicians’ respect towards positions of others is significantly
different across countries (X² = 12.44, p = 0.002; see table 1). In sum, hypothesis 1.2 does not
receive full support.
[Figure 2 near here]

Civility
Figure 3 shows that the uncivil debate interventions, in which a politician ridicules or attacks
other politicians, are in the minority. Across all countries, 77.6% of interventions were civil,
22.4% were uncivil. Similar to the measurement of respect towards positions, Germany has the
highest level with 94.2% of interventions being civil towards other politicians. Politicians in
the UK and the Netherlands have similar scores when looking at their level of incivility. With
16

29.5% of uncivil utterances towards politicians in the UK and 29.3% in the Netherlands, the
difference in systems does not seem to matter. The Pearson’s Chi²-test (see table 1) shows that
the level of incivility is significantly associated with the countries (X² = 84.88, p < 0.001). In
sum, this contradicts hypothesis 1.3 which stated that political leaders are more civil towards
each other in televised election debates in more fragmented party systems such as the
Netherlands.
[Figure 3 near here]

To conclude, the results reveal cross-national differences in the deliberative qualities of the
studied televised debates. However, the results are not in line with our expectations derived
from comparative studies on parliamentary debates. Germany scores best with regard to both
respect variables. For level of justification, differences are small between the three countries.
Politicians in more fragmented party systems are not justifying their policy proposals more.
[Table 1 near here]

The Populist Influence
A potential reason for the cross-national pattern we observe are the cross-national differences
in populist participation in the televised debates. Not only are populist candidates expected to
decrease the deliberative qualities of televised debates by their use of simplified and
disrespectful messages, but there are indications that non-populist politicians behave more
disrespectfully towards populists. Table 2 shows that when comparing debates with and
without populist politicians participating, debates with populists are indeed (slightly) less
justified and less respectful towards positions of other debate participants. Civility towards the
debate participants themselves is clearly lower in the debates with populist politicians. To
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arrive at a more fine-grained analysis, we compare the deliberative qualities of the interventions
of populist candidates with the interventions of the other candidates.
[Table 2 near here]

Level of Justification for Positions
The results presented in table 3 are in line with the expectations: While 52.7% of non-populist
candidates use qualified justifications to argue their positions, only 37.5% and 39.6% of the
positions taken by right-wing and left-wing populist politicians respectively are justified that
way. Populist candidates use more inferior justifications (41.7% and 37.8%) than non-populist
candidates (32.9%), and justifications are also more often lacking for positions taken by
populist candidates (20.8% and 22.5%) compared to other candidates (14.4%). The Pearson’s
Chi²-test shows a significant association between populism and level of justification for
positions: populist candidates justify their positions less than non-populist candidates (X² =
14.95; p = 0.005, see table 3), supporting hypothesis 2.1.

Respect Towards Positions of Other Debate Participants
For respect shown by debate participants towards each other’s positions, results are partially in
line with the expectations. Right-wing populist debate participants express more disrespectful
claims towards the positions of others (52.2%) than non-populist participants (42.0%). This is
however not the case for left-wing populists, who are disrespectful towards other politicians’
positions in 36.1% of the cases, meaning they are slightly more respectful than non-populist
politicians in the debates. The Pearson’s Chi²-test shows a significant association at the 0.10
level, which is largely driven by right-wing populists communicating most disrespectfully (X²
= 5.36, p = 0.069; see table 3). Moreover, the disrespectful interventions of non-populists are
disproportionally targeted at the positions of right-wing populist politicians compared to the
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positions of the other non-populist politicians. In particular, in the debates where populist
politicians were present, 67.2% of the messages by non-populists targeted at the populists are
disrespectful towards their policy positions. This type of disrespect was less prominent when
non-populists directed their messages at positions of the other non-populist politicians (47.6%).
Non-populist politicians were slightly more disrespectful to the positions of left-wing populists
(55.4%).

Civility
For respect towards other debate participants, results are again partially in line with the
expectations formulated in hypothesis 2.3: right-wing populist debate participants are more
often uncivil towards other participants (53.8%) than non-populist participants (20.4%), but
left-wing populists are less uncivil (9.4%) than non-populist participants (X² = 81.59, p < 0.001;
see table 3). Especially for this third quality criterion, the differences are substantial. Moreover,
non-populist participants are also more uncivil when they target their messages at right-wing
populist politicians (48.8%) compared to when they target their messages at other politicians
(33.3%). Consequently, not only are right-wing populist participants more uncivil, but nonpopulist participants are too when they direct their messages at them.4 The incivility from both
groups combined has a large overall influence on the deliberative qualities of the debates.5
[Table 3 near here]

4

This is not the case when non-populist politicians react to left-wing populist politicians: they are uncivil towards
them in 25.4% of the cases.
5
To investigate this, we only included those debates in which populist politicians participated, and those speech
acts that were directly targeted at another politician. 653 speech acts of non-populist politicians were directed at
another politician from which 502 were directed at another non-populist politician, 80 at a right-wing populist
politician, and 71 at a left-wing populist politician.
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In sum, we can observe a populist challenge. In particular, right-wing populist candidates’
interventions in televised debates and the reactions to these interventions lower the deliberative
quality of the televised debates.6

Conclusion
Televised political debates are an important source of information for the electorate because
viewers can learn more about different political issues and policy positions. Learning is
especially enhanced when politicians in these debates respectfully justify their policy positions.
In this study, we assess the deliberative qualities of televised election debates in three West
European parliamentary democracies. This allows to better understand the cross-national
factors that shape the quality of political information environments. First, a systematic
assessment of the deliberative qualities of twelve election debates reveals that debate
participants most frequently offer justifications for their positions and behave overall relatively
respectful. In sum, this systematic analysis qualifies the concerns about poor televised debate
quality to some extent.

Second, we show that the more deliberative communication style of politicians observed in
parliamentary debates in multiparty systems does not extend to televised debates. Electoral
rules that foster power-sharing do not seem to enhance the deliberative qualities of televised
debates. Compared to parliamentary debates, communicative practices in televised debates
seem to be more transferable across different electoral systems. Campaigning might encourage
a different mindset among politicians than governing, i.e. a mindset that is focused on winning
office. This mindset could make politicians less willing to compromise regardless of the

6

While there are differences between populist right-wing and populist left-wing parties. There are no
differences between the non-populist parties according to left-right ideology regarding the three quality
criteria.
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specific electoral system (Gutmann and Thompson 2014). Another explanation for the absence
of large cross-national differences could be the eroding differences between electoral systems.
For example, bipolar competition is increasingly prevalent in multiparty systems and
coalitions were formed in traditional two party systems (Mair 2008: 226). In turn, we see
greater similarities in electoral campaigns in different party systems including the
communicative practices in televised debates.

The cross-national difference in the presence of populists in the televised debates further
explain the documented cross-national pattern. The deliberative qualities of especially rightwing populist politicians’ interventions – who were present in the UK and Dutch debates, but
absent in the German debates at the time – were found to be lower than the deliberative
qualities of other politicians’ interventions. Both right-wing and left-wing populist candidates
perform worse at justifying their positions, and right-wing populists show less respect towards
the other participants and their positions. This is in line with the expectations in the literature
stating that the political discourse of populist candidates is more simplistic, direct and uncivil
than the discourse of non-populist politicians (Canovan 1999; Bos et al. 2013; Moffitt 2016).
This also in line with recent research revealing outrage is more common at the right side of
the ideological spectrum than the left (Young, 2019).

Interestingly the presence of right-wing populists in televised debates affects the deliberative
quality of respect more than the provision of justifications. The average number of positions
lacking justification and the average number of disrespectful interactions in a debate is higher
because of its more frequent use by right-wing populist participants. Yet we can also observe
non-populist politicians behaving more disrespectful towards right-wing populist candidates
compared to their interventions towards other debate participants. Hence, right-wing populist
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interventions are more disrespectful but also non-populists are prone to behave more
disrespectfully towards right-wing populist debaters. As a result, the influence of populist
politicians on the deliberative qualities of televised debates is strongest when looking at more
relational qualities such as respect.

Reflecting on these findings, we see some important areas for future research. First, a majority
of the statements in the televised election debates were well-justified and respectful.
Nevertheless, debate viewers might especially remember discourse elements that reflect poor
deliberative debate qualities. One reason might be that disrespectful behaviour violates the
social norms people share for a debate. The role of the media in covering these debates might
be another reason. One-liners and disrespectful statements might be the parts of the debate that
are more likely to be picked up more in the post-debate media coverage. Therefore, it would
be fruitful, for instance, to study whether one-liners and disrespectful behaviour are more
influential than higher quality interventions in remembering and covering the televised debates.

Second, we studied the presence and formal quality of justifications as a first step to
deliberation and learning. We also limited ourselves to an assessment of the verbal content. It
would be interesting to study the epistemic quality of these justifications and non-verbal
behaviour as well. Third, we recommend future studies to consider other factors that could
influence deliberative quality in debates such as the communication culture of a country (Sass
and Dryzek 2014) or the gender of the participants (Maier and Renner 2018). Last, while these
results shed light on the deliberative qualities of televised election debates and factors that
might influence it, future research should also deepen our understanding of the effects of a poor
or high debate quality. Some studies already investigated the effects of incivility and
transparency on different political attitudes (Mutz and Reeves 2005; De Fine Licht et al. 2014),
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but more research is needed that focuses on the effects of different quality criteria – such as
justification(s) and respect – on what and how people learn from these debates and how it
influences their image of politics. This study reveals interesting differences in the
communicative practices of right-wing and left-wing populists and non-populists and the
communicative reactions of non-populists to populists. There are indications that also the
effects of these communicative practices differ depending on the characteristics of the
politicians using it and the characteristics of the audience e.g. education level of citizens (Bos
et al. 2013). Do right-wing populist use more disrespectful communication because it is more
effective for them compared to left-wing populists and other parties? Given the rise of populist
politicians who are clearly less deliberative in some aspects of their communication, it is
important to gain more insights on the effect of this on the functioning of democracies.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A. PARTY SYSTEM
Table A.1: Party system of countries studied (2009-2015)
Country
Netherlands

Germany

Election year
2010

Parties in Parliament
VVD (Partij voor Vrijheid en Democratie)
PvdA (Partij van de Arbeid)
PVV (Partij voor de Vrijheid)
CDA (Christen-Democratisch Appèl)
SP (Socialistische Partij)
D66 (Democraten 66)
GL (GroenLinks)
CU (ChristenUnie)
SGP (Staatkundig Gereformeerde Partij)
PvdD (Partij voor de Dieren)

Number of seats in parliament
31/150
30/150
24/150
21/150
15/150
10/150
10/150
5/150
2/150
2/150

Parties in government
VVD
PvdA
(PVV support)

2012

VVD
PvdA
PVV
SP
CDA
D66
CU
GL
SGP
PvdD
50PLUS

41/150
38/150
15/150
15/150
13/150
12/150
5/150
4/150
3/150
2/150
2/150

VVD
PvdA

2009

CDU/CSU

194 + 45 / 622

CDU/CSU

United
Kingdom

SPD
FDP
Die Linke
Bündnis 90/Die Grünen

146/622
93/622
76/622
68/622

FDP

2013

Union (CDU/CSU)
SPD
Die Linke
Bündnis 90/Die Grünen

311/631
193/631
64/631
63/631

Union
SPD

2010

Conservative Party
Labour Party
Liberal Democrats
Democratic Unionist Party
Scottish National Party
Sinn Féin
Plaid Cymru
Social Democratic and Labour Party
Green Party
Alliance Party
Independent
Speaker

306/650
258/650
57/650
8/650
6/650
5/650
3/650
3/650
1/650
1/650
1/650
1/650

Conservative Party
Liberal Democrats

2015

Conservative Party
Labour Party
Scottish National Party
Liberal Democrats
Democratic Unionist Party
Sinn Féin
Plaid Cymru

331/650
232/650
56/650
8/650
8/650
4/650
3/650

Conservative Party

Social Democratic and Labour Party
Ulster Unionist Party
United Kingdom Independence Party
Green Party
Others

3/650
2/650
1/650
1/650
1/650

APPENDIX B. Additional information on the analysed televised election debates
Table B.1. Information on the analysed Debates
Country

Inaugural
Debate

Broadcast
Date

Channel

No.
Participant
s
2

Length
(min.)

Topics

Viewing
figures

Germany

1972 (W.
Germany)

13/09/2009

ARD,
ZDF,
RTL,
Sat.1,
Phoenix
ARD

92

14.26

3

75

93

02/09/2013

ARD,
2
ZDF,
RTL,
ProSieben,
Phoenix
ARD
3

08/06/2010

NPO1

3

55

08/06/2010

NPO1

8

100

26/08/2012

RTL 4

4

104

04/09//2012

RTL 4

8

120

22/04/2010

SKY

3

90

1) Evaluation last coalition period, 2)
financial crisis, 3) social justice ,4) minimum
wage, 5) future of automotive industry, 6)
health care, 7) military operations in
Afghanistan
1) Crime, 2) taxes, 3) employment, 4) income
inequality, 5) pensions, 6) education, 7)
coalitions
1) Fiscal politics, 2) stability support program
(ESM) for Greece, 3) employment policy, 4)
pensions, 5) health care, 6) child care 7)
international espionage (NSA scandal), 8)
military operation in Syria, 9) coalitions
1) Social inequalities, 2) minimum wage, 3)
pensions, 4) EU fiscal policy, 5) taxes/budget,
6) coalitions
1) Legalizing soft drugs, 2) agriculture and
food production, 3) safety, 4) economic crisis
1) The future of the Netherlands, 2) austerity,
3) coalitions, 4) leadership
1) Europe, 2) healthcare, 3) austerity, 4)
leadership
1) Europe, 2) health care, 3) pensions, 4)
economic crisis
1) International affairs (Europe, involvement
in conflict areas, climate change, visit of the

14/09/2009

01/09/2013

The
Netherlands

United
Kingdom

1963

2010

60

4.19

17.70

4.05

1.02
2.69
1.67
1.39
4.6

29/04/2010

BBC1

3

90

02/04/2015

ITV

7

120

16/04/2015

BBC1

5

90

Pope), 2) faith in the political system, 3)
pensions, 4) coalitions, 5) migration
1) Economy (spending cuts, taxes, bonuses
8.4
for bankers, manufacturing industry), 2)
immigration, 3) housing, 4) opportunities for
students
1) Economic deficit, 2) National Health
7.4
Service, 3) immigration, 4) future of the
young generation
1) Government spending & debt, 2) housing
8.8
crisis, 3) defence spending, 4) immigration, 5)
coalitions

Table B.2 Participants in the Debates
Country

Debate
year

Participants + political party

Germany

2009
2009
2013
2013
2010

A. Merkel (CDU), F. Steinmeier (SPD)
O. Lafontaine (Die Linke), J. Trittin (Bündnis90/Die Grünen), G. Westerwelle (FDP)
A. Merkel (CDU), P. Steinbrück (SPD)
R. Brüderle (FDP), G. Gysi (Die Linke), J. Trittin (Bündnis90/Die Grünen),
M. Thieme (Partij voor de Dieren), K. van der Staaij (SGP), R. Verdonk (Trots op
Nederland)
J. P. Balkenende (CDA), J. Cohen (PvdA), F. Halsema (GroenLinks), A. Pechtold (D66), E.
Roemer (SP), A. Rouvoet (CU), M. Rutte (VVD), G. Wilders (PVV)
E. Roemer (SP), M. Rutte (VVD), D. Samsom (PvdA), G. Wilders (PVV)
S. H. Buma (CDA), A. Pechtold (D66), E. Roemer (SP), M. Rutte (VVD), D. Samsom
(PvdA), J. Sap (GroenLinks), A. Slob (CU), G. Wilders (PVV)
G. Brown ( Labour), D. Cameron (Conservatives), N. Clegg (Liberal Democrats)
G. Brown ( Labour), D. Cameron (Conservatives), N. Clegg (Liberal Democrats)

The
Netherlands

2010
2012
2012
United
Kingdom

2010
2010

Number of
populist
candidates
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0

2015

2015

N. Bennett (Green Party of England and Wales), D. Cameron (Conservatives), N. Clegg
(Liberal Democrats), N. Farage (UKIP), E. Miliband (Labour), N. Sturgeon (SNP), L. Wood
(Plaid Cymru)
N. Bennett (Green Party of England and Wales), N. Farage (UKIP), E. Miliband (Labour), N.
Sturgeon (SNP), L. Wood (Plaid Cymru)

1

1

Table B.3: Format of the Debates
Country
Germany

Debate year
2009
2009
2013

The Netherlands

2013
2010
2010
2012
2012

United Kingdom 2010

2010

Format
First opening statements, followed by duel with the two candidates (answer the same questions) + open
debate in between questions. Debate ends with closing statements.
Debate with all 3 politicians, roughly answering the same questions.
First opening statements, followed by duel with the two candidates (answer the same questions) + open
debate in between questions. Debate ends with closing statements.
Debate with all 3 politicians, roughly answering the same questions.
First 3 duels, followed by a debate with all 3 politicians.
4 duels, 2 debates with four politicians, 1 general debate with all 8 politicians.
Format organised per topic handled: first opening statements by each politician, followed by a duel,
followed by a general round of discussion. Debate ends with closing statement by each politician.
Format organised per statement (4): 4 participants participate per statement. They first vote ‘for’, ‘against’,
or ‘neutral’ & give an opening statement, followed by a debate with these 4 politicians, followed by the
policy positions of the other 4 politicians who did not participate in the debate. There were short individual
sessions in between where the moderator asks questions to one specific politician. Debate ends with
closing statement of each politician.
First opening statements by each politician. Throughout the debate 8 audience questions are posed. Each
participant first gets the time to respond individually to each audience question, afterwards the floor is
open for debate with all 3 politicians. Debate ends with closing statement of each politician.
First opening statements by each politician. Throughout the debate 8 audience questions are posed. Each
participant first gets the time to respond individually to each audience question, afterwards the floor is
open for debate with all 3 politicians. Debate ends with closing statement of each politician.

2015

2015

First opening statements by each politician. Throughout the debate 4 audience questions are posed. Each
participant first gets the time to respond individually to each audience question, afterwards the floor is
open for debate with all 7 politicians. Debate ends with closing statement of each politician.
First opening statements by each politician. Throughout the debate 5 audience questions are posed. Each
participant first gets the time to respond individually to each audience question, afterwards the floor is
open for debate with all 5 politicians. Debate ends with closing statement of each politician.

Case selection of debates
In the Netherlands four debates from the 2010 and 2012 election period were selected which together represent the fragmented party system of
the Netherlands well. This includes for the 2010 campaign: a debate between the leaders of the 8 biggest parties and a debate between 3 smaller
parties. For the 2012 campaign this contains a debate between the leaders of the 8 biggest parties and a debate between the 4 leaders of the biggest
parties. The presence of populist politicians in Dutch politics is also well-represented in the selection of these four debates. In all debates populist
politicians were present. Especially the right-wing populist party PVV knew great success already in 2010 and 2012. Its party leader Geert Wilders
was present in three of the four debates. Rita Verdonk, party leader of the smaller right-wing populist party called “Trots Op Nederland” was
present in one debate. Left-wing populist Emile Roemer from the Socialist Party was present in two out of four debates. In sum, by analyzing these
debates which include many different parties, and several populist candidates, especially the popular populist right-wing, the Dutch political
context is represented well in terms of both its party system and the populist presence.
In Germany four debates from the 2000 and 2013 election period were selected which together represent the party system well. In both the 2009
and 2013 campaign we selected the debate between the two leading candidates (“TV Duel”) and the debate between the three smaller-party top
candidates (“TV Dreikampf”). As such the debates between the candidates of the main parties are included (which have a long history in
government), and the debates between the parties with less votes and less seats in parliament are included (i.e. FDP, Bündnis 90/Die Grünen, Die
Linke). These smaller parties include parties that have been in the government coalitions and parties that have not been part of the government
coalition (i.e. FDP, Bündnis 90/Die Grünen have governed with CDU/CSU or SPD). The presence of populist politicians in German politics at
the time of study is also well-represented in the selection of these four debates. During the analysed time frame, no right-wing populist parties
were present in the debates, representing what the party system looked like in 2009 and in 2013. AfD, now widely known as a far-right populist
party in Germany, participated in the 2013 elections but was still very small (result below the electoral threshold). Die Linke is a left-wing populist

party and participated in 2 debates in the sample. In sum, by analyzing these debates which include different parties, and populist candidates, the
German political context is represented well in terms of both its party system and the populist presence.
In the UK four debates from the 2010 and 2015 election period were selected which together represent the party system of the UK well. In 2010
televised election debates were held for the first time and these debates were held again in 2015. We selected two debates from the 2010 election
period, and included the two election debates that were held during the 2015 election period. The 2010 election debates include the leaders of the
three largest parties: David Cameron (Conservatives), Gordon Brown (Labour), and Nick Clegg (Liberal Democrats). Organizing TV election
debates among the leaders of the three largest parties was a joint proposal of three broadcasters (BBC, ITV and BSkyB). The reasoning behind
this proposal was that this choice represented the UK party system well e.g. being less fragmented than the Dutch and German party system. This
selection of parties proved controversial with Plaid Cymru and the Scottish National Party (SNP) believing they had been unfairly excluded.
However, despite their complaints the original selection was upheld, with the justification being that the parties not included only field candidates
in parts of the UK (White, 2015). We selected two from the three debates from the 2010 UK election to aid comparability with the debates from
the other countries. As all three debates broadcasted in 2010 were similar in format, we selected two of the three debates at random. The one debate
missing is the ITV debate which was the UK’s inaugural debate and focused on domestic affairs. It had just under 10 million viewers, had the
same party leaders, and followed a very similar format and duration as the other two debates from that election campaign. As such there is no
reason to think that excluding this debate from the sample skewed the results. Indeed, we have very similar findings to Davidson et al. (2017) who
included this debate in their sample and who found similar levels of deliberative quality across all three 2010 debates.
Importantly, the 2010 election resulted in a hung parliament, for the first time in more than 60 years of Labour or Conservatives governing alone.
This result made the exclusion of challenger parties from televised debates harder to justify for future elections. Inclusion became the key issue of
the televised debates in the 2015 televised debates, particularly with the increase in popularity of right-wing populist UKIP who were third in the
polls and who had ‘won the most votes in the 2014 European Parliamentary Elections, the first time that a party outside the Conservative-Labour
duopoly has achieved this in a nation-wide election since 1906’ (Anstead, 2015, p. 6). UKIP also had two seats in the House of Commons for the
first time through winning by-elections. Therefore, UKIP was included in the initial invite from the broadcasters on this occasion. Selecting a
debate that includes UKIP not only allows to analyse the UK party system well but also allows us to test the hypothesis on populism. The inclusion
of UKIP prompted complaints from the Greens, Plaid Cymru, SNP and Democratic Unionist Party (DUP). After some wrangling between
broadcasters and parties it was agreed to have two televised debates that were more inclusive than those from the previous election. The first was
broadcast by ITV and included leaders from seven parties: David Cameron (Conservatives), Natalie Bennett (Greens), Gordon Brown (Labour),

Nick Clegg (Liberal Democrats), Leanne Wood (Plaid Cymru), Nicola Sturgeon (SNP), and Nigel Farage (UKIP). The second was broadcast by
the BBC and was branded as a ‘challenger’ debate and included the same leaders at the ITV debate except for Cameron and Clegg, whose parties
had formed a coalition government together. This was primarily because Cameron had reluctantly agreed to attend only one debate, claiming it
was unfair that the DUP had been excluded from the broadcasts. Both debates are included in our sample, and by our definition still qualify as
televised debates. In sum, by analyzing these four debates which include different parties, and populist candidates, the UK political context is
represented well in terms of both its party system, the populist presence and the changes throughout 2010 and 2015. Despite these changes, we
should note that the UK has a very long history of one-party governments and until recently little fragmentation of the party system. While
fragmentation has been increasing in the last couple of years, the party system is still much less fragmented than the Dutch and German system,
providing us leverage to build our theoretical argument about the influence of the electoral system incentives on communicating collaboratively
in TV election debates. The possibility of a coalition government exists, but its chances are much lower than is the case for the Netherlands or
Germany and the anticipation of the nature of the coalition is clearer compared to the Netherlands.

Appendix C
Table C. Inter-coder Reliability Scores
United Kingdom
LJD

Germany

Netherlands

RTD

RTP

LJD

RTD

RTP

LJD

RTD

RTP

Percentage 84
agreement

91

86

81

87

90

73

80

91

Cohen’s
kappa

0.81

0.61

0.71

0.74

0.66

0.60

0.61

0.80

0.76

Note: LJD = Level of justification; RTD = Respect towards demands; RTP = Respect towards politicians

Figures
Figure 1: Level of Justification for Positions
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Figure 2: Respect Towards Other Positions
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Figure 3: Civility
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Tables

Table 1. Overview of Deliberative Qualities of Televised Debates According to Party System
(X²-test)
UK (%) Germany
(%)
Level of
justification
for positions
None
Inferior
Qualified
Respect
towards
other
positions
No respect
Respect
Civility
Uncivil
Civil

10.9
40.4
48.7

49.1
50.9

29.5
70.5

20.2
29.0
50.8

35.3
64.7

5.8
94.2

NL (%)

Significance Best
performance
X² = 16.31
No clear
p = 0.003
winner

Strength

X² = 12.45
p = 0.002

G > NL > UK

Weak
(Cramer’s
v = 0.109)

X² = 84.88
p < 0.001

G > NL ~ UK

Moderate
(Cramer’s
v = 0.259)

Weak
(Cramer’s
v = 0.086)

16.4
33.0
50.6

42.4
57.6

29.3
70.7

Note: NLJD = 1097, NRTD = 1055, NCivility = 1266

Table 2. Comparing Debates With and Without Populist Politicians
Debate without populists (%)

Debate with populists (%)

Level of justification for
positions
None
Inferior
Qualified

18.7
28.6
52.7

14.3
37.0
48.7

Respect towards other
positions
No respect
Respect

40.1
59.9

43.4
56.6

Civility
Uncivil
Civil

13.7
86.3

26.1
73.9

Note: NLJD = 1097, NRTD = 1055, NCivility = 1266; 8 debates with populist candidates (4 debates in NL, 2
debates in DE, 2 debates in UK) and 4 without (2 debates in UK, 2 debates in Germany).

Table 3. Overview of Deliberative Qualities in Televised Debates According to Populism (X²test)
Nonpopulists
(%)
Level of
justification
for positions
None
Inferior
Qualified
Respect
towards other
positions
No respect
Respect
Civility
Uncivil
Civil

14.4
32.9
52.7

42.0
58.0

20.4
79.6

Right-wing
populists
(%)

20.8
41.7
37.5

52.2
47.8

53.8
46.2

Left-wing
populists
(%)

Significance Best
Performance

Strength

X² = 14.95
p = 0.005

Non-populist

Weak
(Cramer’s
v = 0.083)

X² = 5.36
p = 0.069

Left-wing
populist &
non-populist

Weak
(Cramer’s
v = 0.071)

X² = 81.59
p < 0.001

Left-wing

Moderate
(Cramer’s
v = 0.254)

22.5
37.8
39.6

36.1
63.9

9.4
90.6

Note: NLJD = 1097 (right-wing populist: N = 96; left-wing populist: N = 111, non-populist: N = 890);
NRTD = 1055 (right-wing populist: N = 90; left-wing populist: N = 108, non-populist: N = 857); NCivility
= 1266 (right-wing populist: N = 117; left-wing populist: N = 128, non-populist: N = 1021).

